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ABSTRACT 
 

Share issue is the process by which companies pass on new shares to shareholders, who may themselves be new or 

existing shareholders. Organizations can issue shares to the two people and corporate bodies, and in another article 

we look in more detail at the well ordered procedure to issue shares. Nearby the issue of shares, you may see the 

term 'share apportioning' utilized. While there can be unpretentious contrasts between issuing shares and 

designating them, for most organizations and much of the time they add up to the very same process. So we'll utilize 

the two terms to mean a similar thing here.  

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

When in doubt, the leading body of an organization may issue shares to those is viewed as suitable. In the event that the 

terms of issue that are endorsed by the board are conflicting with the articles, those terms will be invalid and of no impact  

to the degree of the irregularity. Subject to these necessities, the terms of an issue are regarded to shape some portion of the 

articles once they are affirmed by the board. An offer is esteemed to be issued when the name of the holder is entered in the 

offer enlist. Organizations are required to issue beginning shares quickly upon fuse, or amalgamation, to those investors 

named in the application.  

 

We should, be that as it may, recognize an offer assignment and an offer exchange. With an offer allocation, the shares are 

made and issued by the organization to the general population who turn into the organization's investors. Shares will for the 

most part be issued by the organization toward the beginning of its life and a few organizations will issue more shares later 
on. An offer exchange, conversely, includes existing shares being passed from a current investor to another person. That 

will dependably happen after the organization has been framed and, despite the fact that the organization might be included, 

it isn't making or distributing those shares.  

 

Capital alludes to the sum put resources into the organization with the goal that it can bear on its exercises. In an 

organization capital alludes to "share capital". The capital condition in Memorandum of Association must express the 

measure of capital with which organization is enrolled giving points of interest of number of shares and the kind of shares 

of the organization. An organization can't issue share capital in abundance of the cutoff indicated in the Capital provision 

without changing the capital proviso of the MA.  

 

The accompanying diverse terms are utilized to indicate distinctive parts of offer capital:-  
 

1. Nominal, approved or enrolled capital means the aggregate said in the capital proviso of Memorandum of 

Association. It is the most extreme sum which the organization raise by issuing the shares and on which the 

enrollment charge is paid. This breaking point is can't be surpassed unless the Memorandum of Association is 

adjusted.  

2. Issued capital implies that piece of the approved capital which has been offered for membership to individuals 

and incorporates shares alloted to individuals for thought in kind too.  

 

3. Subscribed capital implies that piece of the issued capital at ostensible or confront esteem which has been 

bought in or taken up by buyer of shares in the organization and which has been alloted.  

 

4. Called-up capital means the aggregate sum of called up capital on the shares issued and bought in by the 
investors on capital record. I.e if the face estimation of an offer is Rs. 10/ - however the organization requires 
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just Rs. 2/ - at exhibit, it might call just Rs. 2/ - now and the adjust Rs.8/ - at a later date. Rs. 2/ - is the called 

up share capital and Rs. 8/ - is the uncalled share capital.  

 

5. Paid-up capital means the aggregate sum of called up share capital which is really paid to the organization by 

the individuals.  

 
In India, there is the idea of standard estimation of shares. Standard estimation of shares implies the face estimation of the 

shares. An offer under the Companies demonstration can both of Rs10 or Rs100 or whatever other esteem which might be 

the settled by the Memorandum of Association of the organization. At the point when the shares are issued at the value 

which is higher than the standard esteem say, for instance Par esteem is Rs10 and it is issued at Rs15 then Rs5 is the 

excellent sum i.e, Rs10 is the standard estimation of the shares and Rs5 is the premium. Essentially when an offer is issued 

at a sum lower than the standard esteem, say Rs8, all things considered Rs2 is rebate on shares and Rs10 will be standard 

esteem. 

 

TYPES OF CORPORATE SHARES 
 

Shares in the company may be similar i.e they may carry the same rights and liabilities and confer on their holders the same 

rights, liabilities and duties. There are two types of shares under Indian Company Law :- 
 

1. Equity shares means that part of the share capital of the company which are not preference shares. 

 

2. Preference Shares means shares which fulfill the following 2 conditions. Therefore, a share which is does not fulfill both 

these conditions is an equity share. 

 

It conveys Preferential rights in regard of Dividend at settled sum or at settled rate i.e. profit payable will be payable on  

settled figure or percent and this profit must paid before the holders of the value shares can be paid profit. It additionally 

conveys particular right concerning installment of capital on twisting up or something else. It implies the sum paid on 

preference share must be paid back to preference investors before anything in paid to the value investors. At the end of the 

day, preference share capital has need both in reimbursement of profit and capital. 
 

Types of Preference Shares 

 

1. Cumulative or Non-cumulative: A non-cumulative or simple preference shares shares appropriate to settled rate profit 

of benefit of every year. In the event that no profit consequently is pronounced in any year due to nonappearance of benefit, 

the holders of preference shares get nothing nor would they be able to guarantee unpaid profit in the ensuing year or years 

in regard of that year. Aggregate preference shares however give the privilege to the preference investors to request the 

unpaid profit in any year amid the resulting year or years when the benefits are accessible for dissemination. For this 

situation profits which are not paid in any year are gathered and are paid out when the benefits are accessible.  

 

2. Redeemable and Non-Redeemable: Redeemable Preference shares are preference shares which must be reimbursed by 

the organization after the term of which for which the preference shares have been issued. Irredeemable Preference shares 
implies require not reimbursed by the organization aside from on ending up of the organization. Be that as it may, under the 

Indian Companies Act, an organization can't issue irredeemable preference shares. Truth be told, an organization 

constrained by shares can't issue preference shares which are redeemable after over 10 years from the date of issue. At the 

end of the day the most extreme residency of preference shares is 10 years. On the off chance that an organization can't 

recover any preference shares inside the predetermined period, it might, with assent of the Company Law Board, issue 

assist redeemable preference shares equivalent to reclaim the old preference shares including profit consequently. An 

organization can issue the preference shares which from the earliest starting point are redeemable on a settled date or after 

certain timeframe not surpassing 10 years gave it involves following conditions :-  

 

It must be approved by the articles of relationship to make such an issue. The shares will be just redeemable in the event 

that they are completely paid up. The shares might be recovered out of benefits of the organization which generally would 
be accessible for profits or out of continues of new issue of shares made with the end goal of reclaim shares. On the off 

chance that there is premium payable on recovery it more likely than not gave out of benefits or out of shares premium 

record before the shares are reclaimed. At the point when shares are reclaimed out of benefits a total equivalent to 

ostensible measure of shares recovered is to be exchanged out of benefits to the capital recovery hold account. This sum 

should then be used with the end goal of reclamation of redeemable preference shares. This save can be utilized to issue of 

completely paid extra shares to the individuals from the organization.  
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3. Participating Preference Share or non-participating preference shares: Participating Preference shares are qualified 

for a special profit at a settled rate with the privilege to take an interest promote in the benefits either alongside or after 

installment of certain rate of profit on value shares. A non-partaking share is one which does not such appropriate to take an 

interest in the benefits of the organization after the profit and capital have been paid to the preference investors. 

 

SANCTION OF COURT IN SHARES 

 

Reduction of share capital with sanction of the Court 

 

A company limited by the shares or a company limited by guarantee and having share capital can if authorised by its 

articles, by special resolution and subject to confirmation by the court on petition reduce its share capital. It may affect 

reduction of its share capital in any of following circumstances:- 

 

 

1. Where the company is overcapitalized:- 

 

It may extinguish or reduce the liability of member in respect of uncalled or unpaid capital. For example, where shares are 
of Rs100 each with Rs60 paid up, the company may reduce them to Rs60 fully paid and thus release the shareholder from 

the liability on uncalled capital of Rs. 40/-. Pay off or return part of the unpaid capital not wanted for the purpose of the 

company. For example, where the shares are fully paid of Rs100 they may be reduced Rs40 each and Rs60 may be paid 

back to the shareholders. Pay off part of the paid up share capital on the footing that it may be called up again. If shares are 

of Rs100 each the company may pay off Rs25 per share on condition that when desired the company may call it again 

without extinguishing the liability of shareholders to pay the uncalled share capital. Reduce by a combination of the 

aforesaid methods 2. Where has suffered loss of capital, in such situation the company can write off or cancel the share 

capital which has been lost or is unrepresented by available assets. 

 

Where the organization has passed the determination for diminishing the offer capital, it must, by request, apply to the court 

in the endorsed shape to the court for a request affirming the lessening. Where the proposed decrease of offer capital 
includes the either lessening of liabilities in regard of unpaid offer capital or the installment to any investor of any paid-up 

share capital or in some other case if the court, so coordinates the accompanying arrangements might have impact.  

 

Each leaser of the organization who on the date settled by the court is qualified for obligation from or any case against the 

organization might be qualified for protest the diminishment. The Court should settle a rundown of leasers so qualified for 

protest and for that reason might learn quite far without requiring an application from any of the banks, the names of 

lenders and the nature and measure of obligation or guarantees and distribute sees settling the day or days inside which loan 

bosses not entered in the rundown are to be entered on the off chance that they so want.  

 

Where a loan boss entered on the rundown whose obligation or case isn't released or has not been resolved does not agree to 

the diminishment, the court may, in the event that it supposes fit, get rid of the assent of the lenders if the organization 

secures installment of this obligation or case by appropriating the accompanying sums as the court may coordinate:-  
 

The organization concedes everything case or obligation or however not letting it out will accommodate it, at that point 

everything of obligation or case If the organization does not concede and isn't willing to accommodate everything of 

obligation or guarantee or if the sum is unforeseen or not determined, at that point sum settled by the court after due 

enquiry. Where the proposed lessening of offer capital includes either decrease of any obligation in regard of the unpaid 

offer capital or installment of any investor of any paid offer capital, the Court may, having respect to any exceptional 

conditions of the case as it supposes appropriate so to do, coordinate that the above arrangements should not have any 

significant bearing to any class or classes of loan bosses. In the event that the court is happy regarding each loan boss of the 

organization qualified for protest decrease that either his agree to the diminishment has been gotten or his that obligation or 

case has been released or has been resolved or has been secured, make a request affirming the lessening on such terms and 

conditions as it supposes fit.  
 

Reduction of capital without the sanction of the court  

 

Reduction of capital can happen without the sanction of the court in the accompanying cases:  

 

Buy back of shares in agreement to the arrangements of Section 77A and 77B Forfeiture of shares –  
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An organization may if approved by its articles relinquish shares for non-installment of calls by the investors. Such 

procedures add up to diminishment of capital however the demonstration does not require court endorse for this reason. 

Substantial surrender of the shares - An organization may acknowledge the surrender of shares Cancelation of capital - An 

organization may wipe out the shares which has not been taken up or consented to be taken by the individual and reduce the 

measure of its offer capital. Buy of shares of part by the organization under Section 402B. The Company Law Board may, 

on application made under Section 397 or Section 398, arrange the buy of shares or enthusiasm of any individual from the 
organization by the organization. These arrangements come in compel when a recommended number of individuals make a 

protest to the CLB for mis-administration or abuse of the minority investors in the organization. Reclamation of redeemable 

preference shares. Where redeemable preference shares are reclaimed, it really sums to diminishment of the capital. Be that 

as it may, this does not require the endorse of the court.  

 

Buy back of shares : Buy back of its own shares by an organization is only diminishment of offer capital. After the current 

revisions in the Companies Act, 1956 purchase back of its own shares by an organization is permitted without endorse of 

the Court. It is only a procedure which empowers an organization to backpedal to the holders of its shares and offer to buy 

from them the shares that they hold. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The legal status of a company shares distinct economic advantages. The idea of limited liability guarantees that the 

obligation of investors is restricted to the issue cost of the organization's shares. Thus, the individual bequests of investors 

are not in danger even in case of the organization's indebtedness. This encourages enterprise by urging people to take part 

in business without the dread that a disappointment of the business could prompt individual bankruptcy. Another favorable 

position is that an organization proceeds with its reality regardless of whether there is an adjustment in investors. The 

shares dispensed will normally be in a current offer class, albeit infrequently there will be motivations to make another 

offer class. The author considered the fundamental distinctive sorts of offer and the reasons why an organization may wish 

to utilize them in another article. 
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